Mary Anns 6/2 journey . . . step by step
Success can happen when resources are limited in order to maximize the potential and benefit
others. Transcendence cannot be kept secret. There cannot be any preconditions. A proper
collective structure needs to be developed. To manage capably, inferior forces need to be restricted
by integration with progressive and superior forces. Creating cooperative modes for which the
inferior and superior forces can work together. If inferior forces are ignored, failure will be the
outcome - not success.
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Sometimes I need to avoid contact to have people approach me so that I can respond. The feeling
of rejection from incorrectly initiating is then avoided. Passion and desires can get in the way of
my need to express myself creatively. My values and ideals inspire me and bring beauty to my life.
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Accepting that by waiting to respond, interaction will become limited. Yet at the same time
remaining open and optimistic that this can bring greater union. Not being naive to think that
everyone wants this. Mental insights and “acha’s” happen while I rest in waiting and am not in a
hurry to act on them.
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Through response, there is the potential to embrace and transform others with sensitivity based on the
highest principles and not simply for power. This cannot be done alone. Knowing when expertise is
needed is essential to success. Oversensitivity to rejection can be overcome by not initiating.
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The discipline of waiting to respond enables me to eliminate negative feelings. Through response,
I can have the strength to purge the inferior and at the same time accept leading the weak. By
learning to wait, I can avoid getting emotionally carried away and thus not lose perspective when
victory is in sight.
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A deep inner peace came from learning patience through my strategy of waiting. It is this that has
helped me to appreciate my family and to recognize the values of family. I am comfortable in my
own rhythm and trust my sacral to respond with awareness to maintaining my family.
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All ends are beginnings and it is important to leave behind doubt and suspicion from previous
struggle so the new can truly begin. At the same time, the energy and depth of reflection is needed
in order to learn from the past and mature through the experience.

An obsession with acquiring material things can look selfish yet when responding with the right spirit
this abundance can be indirectly beneficial to others. There needs to be collaboration that helps focus
on the pertinent aspects of the process. Otherwise, the obsessive need for expansion can lead not
only to errors in judgment and depression but a mean spirit that is selfish and will not share.

